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Question: 87

One remote backend configuration always maps to a single remote workspace.
A. True
B. False

Answer: B

Explanation:

The remote backend can work with either a single remote Terraform Cloud workspace, or with multiple similarly-named remote workspaces (like networking-dev and networking-prod). The workspaces block of the backend configuration determines which
mode it uses: To use a single remote Terraform Cloud workspace, set workspaces.name to the remote workspace’s full name (like networking-prod). To use multiple remote workspaces, set workspaces.prefix to a prefix used in all of the desired remote
workspace names. For example, set prefix = "networking-" to use Terraform cloud workspaces with names like networking-dev and networking-prod. This is helpful when mapping multiple Terraform CLI workspaces used in a single Terraform configuration
to multiple Terraform Cloud workspaces.

Question: 88

A provider configuration block is required in every Terraform configuration.

Example:

A. True
B. False

Answer: B

Explanation:

Unlike many other objects in the Terraform language, a provider block may be omitted if its contents would otherwise be empty. Terraform assumes an empty default configuration for any provider that is not explicitly configured.

https://www.terraform.io/language/providers/configuration

Question: 89

Terraform can run on Windows or Linux, but it requires a Server version of the Windows operating system.
A. True
B. False

Answer: B

Explanation:

https://www.terraform.io/downloads

Question: 90

Which task does terraform init not perform?
A. Sources all providers present in the configuration and ensures they are downloaded and available locally
B. Connects to the backend
C. Sources any modules and copies the configuration locally
D. Validates all required variables are present

Answer: D

Explanation:

Reference: https://www.terraform.io/docs/cli/commands/init.html



Question: 91

You have declared an input variable called environment in your parent module.

What must you do to pass the value to a child module in the configuration?
A. Add node_count = var.node_count
B. Declare the variable in a terraform.tfvars file
C. Declare a node_count input variable for child module
D. Nothing, child modules inherit variables of parent module

Answer: C

Explanation:

"That module may call other modules and connect them together by passing output values from one to input values of another." https://www.terraform.io/language/modules/develop

Question: 92

You run a local-exec provisioner in a null resource called null_resource.run_script and realize that you need to rerun the script.

Which of the following commands would you use first?
A. terraform taint null_resource.run_script
B. terraform apply -target=null_resource.run_script
C. terraform validate null_resource.run_script
D. terraform plan -target=null_resource.run_script

Answer: A

Explanation:

https://www.terraform.io/cli/commands/taint

Question: 93

What type of block is used to construct a collection of nested configuration blocks?
A. for_each
B. repeated
C. nesting
D. dynamic

Answer: D

Explanation:

https://www.terraform.io/language/expressions/dynamic-blocks

Question: 94

You have multiple team members collaborating on infrastructure as code (IaC) using Terraform, and want to apply formatting standards for readability.

How can you format Terraform HCL (HashiCorp Configuration Language) code according to standard Terraform style convention?
A. Run the terraform fmt command during the code linting phase of your CI/CD process
B. Designate one person in each team to review and format everyone’s code
C. Manually apply two spaces indentation and align equal sign "=" characters in every Terraform file (*.tf)
D. Write a shell script to transform Terraform files using tools such as AWK, Python, and sed

Answer: A

Explanation:

https://www.terraform.io/cli/commands/fmt

Question: 95

Terraform providers are always installed from the Internet.
A. True
B. False



Answer: B

Explanation:

Terraform configurations must declare which providers they require, so that Terraform can install and use them.

Reference: https://www.terraform.io/docs/language/providers/configuration.html

Question: 96

You have declared a variable called var.list which is a list of objects that all have an attribute id.

Which options will produce a list of the IDs? (Choose two.)
A. { for o in var.list: o => o.id }
B. var.list[*].id
C. [ var.list[*].id ]
D. [ for o in var.list: o.id ]

Answer: B,D

Explanation:

https://www.terraform.io/language/expressions/splat

A splat expression provides a more concise way to express a common operation that could otherwise be performed with a for expression.

Question: 97

You write a new Terraform configuration and immediately run terraform apply in the CLI using the local backend.

Why will the apply fail?
A. Terraform needs you to format your code according to best practices first
B. Terraform needs to install the necessary plugins first
C. The Terraform CLI needs you to log into Terraform cloud first
D. Terraform requires you to manually run terraform plan first

Answer: B

Question: 98

You have used Terraform to create an ephemeral development environment in the cloud and are now ready to destroy all the infrastructure described by your Terraform configuration. To be safe, you would like to first see all the infrastructure that will be
deleted by Terraform.

Which command should you use to show all of the resources that will be deleted? (Choose two.)
A. Run terraform plan -destroy.
B. This is not possible. You can only show resources that will be created.
C. Run terraform state rm *.
D. Run terraform destroy and it will first output all the resources that will be deleted before prompting for approval.

Answer: A,D

Explanation:

Reference: https://www.terraform.io/docs/cli/commands/state/rm.html

Question: 99

Which of these is the best practice to protect sensitive values in state files?
A. Blockchain
B. Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
C. Enhanced remote backends
D. Signed Terraform providers

Answer: C

Explanation:

Use of remote backends and especially the availability of Terraform Cloud, there are now a variety of backends that will encrypt state at rest and will not store the state in cleartext on machines running.



Reference: https://www.terraform.io/docs/extend/best-practices/sensitive-state.html

Question: 100

How would you reference the "name" value of the second instance of this fictitious resource?

A. element(aws_instance.web, 2)
B. aws_instance.web[1].name
C. aws_instance.web[1]
D. aws_instance.web[2].name
E. aws_instance.web.*.name

Answer: B

Explanation:

https://www.terraform.io/language/meta-arguments/count#referring-to-instances

Reference: https://www.terraform.io/docs/configuration-0-11/interpolation.html
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